
More Options with Flexible Acquisition Models 
New! Evidence Based Acquisition with Rialto 
Grow your ebook collection and improve ROI with Evidence Based 
Acquisition (EBA) in Rialto. Rialto features innovative tools to monitor 
your EBA content pool, track your budget spend, and streamline the 
title selection process—all within one unified workflow. 
Why choose EBA with Rialto? 

•  Essential data to inform purchases. Users can see all titles
currently available in their EBA pool alongside other library
activity—such as holdings, DDA, in others’ lists—to avoid duplicate
purchases. Usage is visible on each title while reviewing.

•  Transparency: Rialto’s “In EBA plan” badge shows titles that
are available for the duration of the plan throughout the Rialto
interface—so staff won’t need to second-guess if a title is part of
an EBA plan. Real-time monitoring of planned budget spend is
available to view at any time.

•  Collaborate on selections: Staff can propose selections by pinning
titles at any time to ease the burden of end-of-program decisions.

See EBA in Action! 
Watch this video on the Knowledge Center 
to see how Rialto helps libraries efficiently 
manage an EBA program.

“EBA in Rialto is so simplified. I don’t have to keep any spreadsheets – it’s all in Rialto.  
It really is a game changer.” 

– University of Central Florida

300 Libraries Globally Expanded to 23 Countries
Delivered 70+ Product 

Enhancements, including 
30+ Customer-Requested 

Enhancements 

Growing Community and Collaboration
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Taylor & Francis EBA
Taylor & Francis offers a vast collection of ebooks in specialist subjects including social science, humanities, science, 
technology and medicine. All Taylor & Francis EBA titles are DRM-free and available on taylorfrancis.com.
Librarians can choose a Taylor & Francis EBA based on:

• Large collections (HSS or STEM)
• 100+ pre-defined subject collections
• Multiple subjects defined by publication year
•  Or request an entirely bespoke package according to your own  

institution’s needs
Librarians can also choose their own pool with Rialto’s Pool Generator, which helps suggest the best titles based on your 
library’s needs.

New! JSTOR DDA Now Available in Rialto 
JSTOR’s Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA) program is now available through Rialto to further 
streamline your acquisition experience. JSTOR’s DDA program offers more than 115,000 
ebooks from 300+ scholarly publishers, all DRM-free with unlimited simultaneous use. 
Rialto offers flexible workflows that enable libraries to manage multiple platform DDAs as part 
of their books collection.. Librarians can view DDA pools across ebook platforms within one 
workflow and leverage powerful profile management tools to ensure the best content is added. 

A broad range of publisher EBAs are available to you through our Hosted Ebook Central EBA  
and Taylor & Francis Publisher Direct EBA models.

• Kogan Page
• Cambridge Scholars Publishing
• Packt
• IGI Global
• Nova Science Publishers

• Boydell & Brewer
• SUNY Press
• Fordham University Press
• University of North Carolina Press
• University of California Press

Purchase directly from top publishers through Rialto’s Digital Marketplace 
We continue to expand the Rialto marketplace by bringing publisher and aggregator platforms directly into your 
Rialto workflow. In 2022, we’ve added John Benjamins, Unebook, and Gale eBooks (for U.S. and Canada Libraries).
View the full list of Digital Marketplace Platforms

Hosted Ebook Central EBA with Rialto 
Choose from a range of publisher EBAs on Ebook Central, which can be managed in Rialto, to broaden your collection in 
subject areas across the humanities, social sciences religion, STEM, business, and more. 

http://taylorfrancis.com
https://pq-static-content.proquest.com/collateral/media2/documents/brochure-options-directplatforms.pdf


Work Efficiently. Work Together. Work with Ease. 

We’ll handle the rest.
From your Rialto implementation to your first few months and beyond, our team is here for you every step of the way. Your 
Rialto implementation is fully handled by our staff, who will configure Rialto to meet your library’s needs. Once you’re up and 
running on Rialto, our team of consultants and training partners provide a range of services to support each library’s unique 
goals. We offer collection-building services, workflow support, customized training plans, and more to save you time—so 
that you can focus on supporting your patrons.

Learn more about services we offer to Rialto libraries. 
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“The implementation was very well-organized and time-efficient. Our experience felt 
seamless, even though it occurred during a typically busy part of the ordering season. 

There were no interruptions to our acquisitions processes.”
– Belmont University 

Get notified of your preferred titles easily  
with Title Alerts 
In 2022 we introduced Title Alerts to enhance the way you 
and your staff learn about new titles of interest. 

•  Powerful ranking tools and query builder suggests lists of 
titles according to your specifications, saving you time 

• Share alerts with staff for easy collaboration
•  Receive lists at your preferred frequency to simplify the 

process for reviewing and acquiring new titles. 

Watch this video to learn more about Title Alerts

Streamline course material acquisitions  
with Faculty Alerts 
Rialto’s Faculty Alerts enable library staff to collaborate with 
faculty on purchasing decisions for course materials. Faculty 
Alerts are embedded within your Rialto workflow, streamlining 
the process for acquiring faculty-suggested titles. 

•  Time-saving workflow: Auto-generate lists of titles to be 
sent to faculty for review 

•  Automated notifications: When a new list is ready, 
Faculty receive an email notification to review and 
approve the suggested titles 

•  Transparency: “Faculty Recommended” badge appears 
throughout Rialto for visibility into faculty suggestions 

See how faculty members can view Title Alerts

Searching and Purchasing from Citation  
and Reading Lists 
Rialto may now be searched directly from Alma Reading 
List management, allowing staff to order reading list 
materials without having to create purchase requests. 

•  From the Edit Reading List page in Alma, staff can now 
search Rialto for each citation and place orders without 
losing the reading list context. 

•  Rialto shows a range of formats and acquisition models, 
including offers from multiple vendors, and enables you 
to choose the option that best fits your requirements. 

•  You can then order the material, all within a single 
workflow. Furthermore, information about the purchase 
and the library inventory is available in real time across 
Alma, Primo, and Leganto so the library and the users 
are always in sync. 

See this demo to understand how it works
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